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1. Device overview
This Variable Delay Line kit can be used to build 2–element wideband receiving phased array with
closely spaced active antenna elements. The signal from one the elements is delayed with a certain value, then
the voltages from the two elements are subtracted in order to achieve unidirectional pattern. The distance
between elements is not fixed and can be determined by the user according to available space and then the
variable delay can be set to the optimal value for this distance. The delay setting does not depend on the
frequency – it depends only on the distance D between the elements, thus the array is wideband. The
necessary delay is set by jumpers. Switching of the array elements permits to have 4 directions in subtractive
mode. There is also additive mode where the voltages are added, which gives different pattern mostly
unidirectional. It is strongly recommended to read the paper “Receiving Phased Array with Small Electric or
Magnetic Active Wideband Elements. Experimental Performance Evaluation.” [1] , where the principle of
operation and important parameters of the 2-element phased array are measured and discussed.
The suggested frequency range of this wideband delay line is form 0.5 to 14 MHz, and delays from 2.5
to 77.5 ns, but there is possibility to add one additional delay cell with arbitrary delay so the frequency and
delay ranges can be extended.
In order to build a 4-directional 2-element array the user must have 3 active antennas placed in L shape
(Fig.2, 3, 4). AAA-1 active antenna amplifiers [2] can be used and the firmware is designed to support the
AAA-1 devices, but the user can also use active antennas from other vendors or home build devices. Only
two active elements can be used if two opposite directions are needed. The variable delay line (VDLine)
board is placed near the active antennas and is remotely controlled. The active antennas must be connected to
this module with equal lengths cables for the RF signal. FTP CAT5E cables are recommended to be used.
The device consists of 3 SMT pre-mounted, tested and fully functional PCBs (Fig. 14, 15, 163).
VDLine board is placed in a small ABS plastic box (IP55) for external mount in the vicinity of the active
antennas. There are also Keyboard board (KB) and Balun/Power injector board (BPI) which are mounted
in the operating place.
The VDLine board has a microcontroller chip with serial interface. It receives commands from the KB or
from a PC. The firmware is made very simple and universal and there is no need to reprogram it in order to
implement different control schemes. The control serial codes are described and the user can write his own
control sequence from a PC environment.
The KB board firmware is preprogrammed to use AAA-1 active antenna amplifiers in 4-directional
mode, but the same firmware can be used by the user with another active antenna hardware. It is possible to
use unique dual antenna mode with AAA-1 amplifiers. That means that with the same antenna setup we can
switch between phased array in loop mode and phased array in vertical dipole mode since they are using the
same settings of the delay line. These two arrays have different radiation pattern especially in elevation plane
so the user has also elevation control to some extent.
The KB and BPI boards are supplied without compartments. The user should build his own small
antennas (loops and dipoles) as described elsewhere [2], to secure a 14 – 20 V power supply and prepare 3
equal length FTP cables to connect 3 AAA-1 to the VDLine module and one main FTP cable between
VDLine module and BPI board. The connection of the cables to the boards is through terminal blocks (with
screws) and there is no crimping of plugs.
The device is very flexible and there is sufficient information in this paper how to build a specific array
with antennas and parameters even different from the original design. It is possible to change the input and
output impedances of this device to other values ( 50 or 75 ohms) by simple change and rewinding of the
corresponding transformers. It is possible to use coaxial cable feeders instead of the FTP cables.
This is not a beginner’s project and the user has to understand the principles of the phased antennas in
order to build a successive antenna system. The VDline kit should be considered as an universal building
block for phased array systems and the competent user can use it for various experiments and designs of his
own.
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2. Functional Description
The functional block diagram of VDLine main board is shown on Fig.1 . The outputs of 3 active
antenna amplifiers must be connected to the inputs of the device. The delay line is non symmetric and input
baluns T2, T3, T4 are used. The base (central) antenna input B is always connected to the circuit, but X or Y
inputs can be toggled (relay K1). The signal from one of the inputs is fed directly to a T combiner (T5) – the
other signal passes through the delay line. The sum of these signals is available at the balanced output.

Fig. 1 Functional block diagram of the VDLine board

The relay switches perform several tasks. There is a relay K3 which can swap B and X (or Y) inputs to
the delay line, so an opposite direction can be chosen. It is possible to invert the signal in signal chain (relay
K2) so subtraction or addition of the signals can be performed. The following combinations of the signals are
possible at the output:
B(τ) ± X,

X(τ) ± B,

B(τ) ± Y,

Y(τ) ± B

where B means signal at the B input and B(τ) means B signal but delayed with τ ns.
The characteristic delay line impedance Zc is 100 ohms. The delay τ can be set at any value between
2.5 and 77.5 ns (32 values with 2.5 ns resolution, binary weighted) by means of jumpers on J1 header. The
LC line is made from single value high-Q commercial chokes of 1 uH (measured) to reduce the possible value
dispersions. There is a free place on the board where the user can add an additional delay cell for the case
where the available delays do not fulfill the requirements.
There is also a single element mode (set by J3,4) in order to test the signal level from each input
separately which is important in the adjustment of the array. The relays are controlled by a microcontroller
which has serial input. Serial commands are sent to the microcontroller from KB or from com-port of a PC
with appropriate software. The non stabilized power supply is fed through the cable. The same supply
voltage is used for the active antenna amplifiers. There might be a local power supply (accumulator battery)
usually for field day use (switched with jumper J15). There are also 3 control lines with active 0 volt state
which are used to switch different modes in the active antenna amplifiers. The keyboard module firmware is
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preprogrammed to send control codes for AAA-1 devices. There is also a small Java program run from a PC
which can control the VDLine board in the same way. The serial bode rate is 2400 bit/sec. It is chosen
deliberately slow to enable the use of long cables from the keyboard to the remote VDline module.
In the case of different active antenna hardware (home-brew or from different vendor), the user can wire
his own active antennas and use the existing firmware or can write his own PC software to control the
amplifiers and antennas from the PC com-port without changing the VDLine module firmware. For this
reason the VDLine firmware is made very simple and universal.
3. Antenna placement
The placement of the 3 active elements for the case of loop mode is given On Fig. 2 . They are in right
angle L configuration. The denoted directions correspond to those set by the markings in the keyboard control
board. There are 3 antennas : Base antenna (central), X – antenna and Y-antenna. Note that for a loop array
there must be two loops in orthogonal planes in the base antenna. They must be switched when X or Y
direction is chosen. By convention, in base antenna, A-loop is used for X direction and, B-loop is used for Y
direction. For dipole array (Fig. 3) the same vertical dipole in base antenna is used for X and Y directions.

Fig. 2 2-element 4-directional loop phased array. There must be equal distance D between loop centers. Note
the antenna directions convention;

Fig. 3 Vertical (Dipole or GP) array. There must be equal distance D between elements.
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Fig.4 Dual mode array. In “loop” mode the loops are used. In “dipole” mode upper arm of the dipole is the
short circuited loop, the lower arm is a vertical wire. This mode can be used only with AAA-1 amplifiers.
Dual mode (Fig.4 ) permits to have either loop array or dipole array thus benefiting from their different
radiation patterns. In “loop” mode the loops are used. In “dipole” mode upper arm of the dipole is the short
circuited loop, the lower arm might be a simple vertical wire. This mode can be used only with AAA-1
amplifiers.
3.1 Height and distance between elements
The height above the ground of each element is not critical and depends from the users choice. All the
height requirements for single active antennas can be applied also for the arrays. On [1, 2] there is a
discussion about the height of the elements. Usually, with small active loops the center of the loop should be
2 – 3 m above the ground. For vertical dipoles the lower element should be 0.1 – 0.2 m above the ground. The
same holds true for the ground plane vertical element where the ground might be 0.5 – 1 m copper rod inserted
into the soil (if AAA-1 amplifiers are used). All elements must be at the same height above the ground.
The distance D between the centers of the elements depends on the frequency range of the array. The
maximal D must be < of 0.3*wavelength ( λ ) at the highest working frequency. The reason is that above
this limit the radiation pattern degenerates gradually to bidirectional pattern at 90 deg. to the main direction.
The lower limit of D depends from the degradation of the effective height (EH) of the array which will
increase the antenna noise floor at the lowest usable frequency. Fig.5 presents the theoretical reduction of the
output signal from the array at forward direction compared to the signal which we will obtain using only a
single element with the same size. To compensate for this effect, longer dipoles (or verticals) and loops with
M -factor >0.5 must be used (see Eq.1 and [4]). The directivity is not influenced, it becomes even better
when D is decreased. These problems are widely discussed in [1,2] and the user is advised to read the related
parts there.
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Relative Induced Voltage Levels (theoretic) of 2-el Phased
Array in Forward Direction Compared to Single Element
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Fig.5 Output voltages (in forward direction) of 2-el. phased array compared to output voltage of a single
element for subtractive and additive modes. 3 dB attenuation of the combiner is included. It does not matter
whether the array is with loops or verticals. This is the theoretical curve but experimental data fit very closely
to it [1].
3.2 Practical recommendations
D = 9 m ; for 1.8, 3.5 ,7 and 10.1 MHz: This corresponds to D/ λ 0.056, 0.11, 0.22 and 0.3. The
forward EH will be -7 dB, -1.5 dB, +2.6 dB and +2.6 dB compared to a single element (3 dB attenuation
of the T-combiner is included). The EH at 1.8 MHz is substantially reduced but it can be compensated by
using larger elements (length >5m for dipole (vertical) and M > 0.7 for loop) .
D = 13 m ; for 1.8, 3.5 and 7 MHz : This corresponds to D/ λ 0.075, 0.15 and 0.30. The forward EH
will be -3.8 dB, +1.5 dB, +2.6 dB.
D= 20m; for 1.8 and 3.5 MHz: This corresponds to D/ λ 0.125 and 0.25. The forward EH will be
0.2 dB and +3 dB.

-

D = 24 m; for MW band, 1.8 and 3.5 MHz : where D/ λ is 0.15 and 0.3 and the EH is +1dB and +2
dB. With this distance we will have forward EH –8 dB at 500 KHz which is quite acceptable bearing in
mind the high level of the noise and signals on these frequencies when the band is open (night time).
D> 25m ; for lower frequencies with longer distances D the user must include in the delay line an
additional delay cell. On the VDLine board there is free space (denoted as “X delay”) for additional delay
cell. The user must solder there LC components calculated for the desired D. Also elements with higher EH
must be used – longer verticals or loops with higher M-factor [6].
D< 9 m ; For higher frequencies this additional delay cell might be set for example to 1.25ns in order to
increase the delay line resolution. It must be noted that each LC delay cell has upper cutoff frequency (it is
actually a low-pass filter) which must be considered.
Remark: The distance between elements should be a multiple of 0.75 m which corresponds to 2.5 ns
delay step in the variable delay line. This might be important for very short D and for higher frequencies. For
D > 12 m this is not so important since the delay settings are not so critical.
www.active-antenna.eu
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4. Antenna patterns
The typical radiation patterns for the case of 2-element loop or dipole array are shown on Fig6,7,8, 9 ,
see also [1]. The subtractive mode is unidirectional. The additive mode is with the same delay as the
subtractive mode and has a broad pattern somewhat reversed. Since this mode is easily implemented in the
VDLine controller it is included as almost unidirectional alternative and is supported by the firmware.
Another benefit of the additive mode is that in very closely spaced arrays it has much higher effective height
and can overcome the noise floor limitations for extremely weak signals.

Fig.6a, Fig.6b Dipole array, subtractive mode. Typical radiation pattern for 2-element array in horizontal
(20deg. elevation) and vertical planes. The distance D between elements is 0.2 wavelengths. Optimal delay T
= D/c , MMANA model, real ground setup. For other frequencies where D < 0.3 L the pattern is similar.
The delay line is connected to the antenna which is in forward direction.

Fig.7a, Fig.7b Loop array, subtractive mode. Typical radiation pattern for 2-element array in horizontal
(20deg. elevation) and vertical planes. The distance D between elements 0.2 wavelengths. Optimal delay T =
D/c , MMANA model, real ground setup. The delay line is connected to the element which is in backward
direction in subtractive mode.

Fig.8a, Fig.8b Loop array, additive mode. Typical radiation pattern for 2-element array in horizontal
(20deg. elevation) and vertical planes. The distance between elements 0.2 wavelength. The delay is the same
as in subtractive mode. MMANA model, real ground setup. Note that the pattern is somewhat reversed. The
delay line is connected to the element which is in backward direction in subtractive mode.
www.active-antenna.eu
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Fig.9a, Fig.9b Dipole array, additive mode. Typical radiation pattern for 2-element array in horizontal
(20deg. elevation) and vertical planes. The distance between elements 0.2 wavelength. The delay is the same
as in subtractive mode. MMANA model, real ground setup. Note that the pattern is somewhat reversed. The
delay line is connected to the element which is in backward direction (Fig.1).

5. Mounting
5. 1 Typical connection of the boards for 4 directions
The external cables and boards connections of VDLine device are shown on Fig.10. This is a phased
array with 3 active antennas which has 4 switched directions. The convention of directions and polarity of
elements are shown on Fig.2, 3,4,.
For loop array, A-loop is used for X direction and B-loop is used for Y direction in the base antenna.
In this mode the firmware of KB board and the PC software are preprogrammed in a way that when X
direction is chosen La signal is active and for Y direction Lb is active. La, Lb and Dp signals are common on
all connectors J8, J9, J10. (see 5.12 ).
In dipole array the dipole upper arm is chosen to be with positive polarity. In dual mode the dipole
upper arm uses always short circuited A-loop.
Three FTP cables with equal length must be used to connect the active antennas to the VDLine board.
The main FTP cable is with arbitrary length (limited only by the cable attenuation) and connects the VDLine
board with BPI board. The main cable is connected to BPI board either through screw terminals J109, J110
or through crimped screened RJ45 connector J101 (user’s choice). FTP cable wiring is shown on Fig.11,12.
The KB board is connected to BPI board with a 3 wire cable (Fig.13a ). The cable for control from PC
com-port is shown on Fig.13b . The power supply (PS) is connected to J111 (BPI) terminal connector. The
receiver input is connected to 50 ohms BNC connector J102. There is RF ground terminal J13 (VDLine)
which must be connected to RF ground. The purpose of this ground is to reduce the common mode conducted
noise which is coming from the shack along the cable.
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Fig.10 Cable connections between boards
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Fig.11 FTP main cable wiring. At BPI board side, the cable can be connected either with RJ45 connector or
with screw terminal. The FTP shield wire must be connected to pin 1 of J11 and pin 1 of J110. Shielded
RJ45 plug must be used for J101a and the cable shield wire must be soldered to the plug shield.

Fig.12 Normal FTP cables wiring for X, Y and Base active antennas ( J8,9,10 on VDLine board). The
cable shield is not connected at the antenna side. These 3 cables must be with equal lengths. For dual mode
case see Fig.25 Y cable connection.
Since there are too many wires the user must use the denoted colors to avoid errors. The same color pairs
must be used for RF signal. This is very important since there might be difference in time delay between
different color pairs in equal length cables.

Fig.13a, Fig.13b Cables for the serial link. All number 1 pins of the connectors are clearly marked on
all boards.
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5.2 VDLine board terminals and jumpers

Fig.14 VDLine board. All references are clearly marked on the board.
Terminals
J8,J9,J10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
J11
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
J13

Terminals for active antennas. Connected to cables according to Fig.11, 12 or 25
0V
+V power supply for the active antenna amplifiers.
0V
Dp control signal, active 0 V, sets dipole mode for the case of AAA-1 device
La control signal, active 0 V, sets A-loop mode for the case of AAA-1 device
Lb control signal, active 0 V, sets B-loop mode for the case of AAA-1 device
–RF RF signal. The polarity sign denotes the phase convention
+RF RF signal. The polarity sign denotes the phase convention
Output cable terminal. Connects VDLine board with BPI board.
0V
+V power supply for the VDLine and active antenna amplifiers.
0V
+V power supply for the VDLine and active antenna amplifiers.
RXd serial communication port. In idle state, this line is in low (0.4V) voltage level.
RX0 serial communication port .
-RF RF signal. The polarity sign means the phase convention
+RF RF signal. The polarity sign means the phase convention
External supply
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+Ve external local PS for VDline. Positive terminal.
-Ve Common point of VDLine and negative terminal of local PS.
RF ground. This terminal is connected to VDLine common point through 0.66 uF capacitors.

Default Jumpers settings
J14

Wrong polarity diode protection
OFF ; Protected mode; in the first tests with cables, it must be in OFF position to protect
the circuit from wrong polarity
ON ; Unprotected mode; bypasses the polarity protection diode.

J15

Power supply mode
2-3 ON , Default mode:
1-2 ON, Local PS mode; used for local power supply from accumulator battery (12.5 V).
See the section “Power supply”.

J3,J4

Single channel adjustment
J3 = ON J4 = OFF ; Default mode - the delay line channel is connected.
J3=OFF, J4=ON; Debug mode - in this position the delay line channel is excluded and at
the output there is only 1 channel from single antenna.

5.3 BPI board terminals and jumpers

Fig.15 Balun/Power Injector board (BPI)
Terminals
J101
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Terminal for Main FTP cable coming from VDLine board. RJ45 shielded connector.
0 V; output
+V ; output; power supply for the VDLine and active antenna amplifiers.
0 V ; output
+V ; output; power supply for the VDLine and active antenna amplifiers.
RXd; output; serial communication port. In idle state, this line is in high (5.9V) voltage
level.
RX0; output; serial communication port. Common (0V)
–RF ; input; RF signal. The polarity sign denotes the phase convention
+RF ; input; RF signal. The polarity sign denotes the phase convention
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RF output; BNC 50 ohms connector to RX antenna input

J102
J107
1
2
3
J108
1
2

KB board connector
+V power supply. Output.
Tx kbd; input; Serial line from KB board.
Common point
PC com-port connector
Tx-D ; input Serial Tx_D line from PC com. port.
Common point. 0 V from PC com.port.

2
3
4

Terminal for Main FTP cable coming from VDLine board. Terminal screw connector.
RXd; output; serial communication port. In idle state, this line is in low (0.4V) voltage
level.
RX0; output; serial communication port. Referent line.
–RF ; input; RF signal. The polarity sign means the phase convention
+RF ; input; RF signal. The polarity sign means the phase convention

1
2
3
4

Terminal for Main FTP cable coming from VDLine board. Terminal screw connector.
0 V; output
+V ; output; power supply for the VDLine and active antenna amplifiers.
0 V ; output
+V ; output; power supply for the VDLine and active antenna amplifiers.

1
2

Power supply. Terminal screw connector
+ 13.8 to 20 V
Common point

1
2

Extrenal LED for On/off indication
Gnd
+Led; here an external LED mounted at the face plate of BPI box can be connected.

J109
1

J110

J111

J112

BPI Default Jumper settings
J103

4.2 V Diode limiter
ON The diode limiter is ON to protect the output RF voltage from exceeding 4.2 V pp.
OFF The limiter is off.

J104

T101 balun central terminal
ON
Central terminal of T101 balun transformer is connected to rf common point.
OFF
the RF twisted pair is “floating . In some cases this might reduce the common mode
noise.

J106

Serial source
ON
KB board is used for VDLine control.
OFF
PC com-port is used for VDLine control. In OFF position there is no ground
connection between PC and VDLine in order to reduce the common mode noise.

J113

Wrong polarity diode protection
OFF
Protected mode ; In the first tests with cables, it must be in OFF position to protect
the circuit from wrong polarity
ON
Unprotected mode; bypasses the polarity protection diode D5.
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Current consumption measurement points
ON
0.47 ohms shunt resistor is bypassed.
OFF
The shunt resistor is on to measure remotely the current consumption of the device.

J114

5.4 KB board switches, terminals and jumpers
The KB board has 6 switches. Pushing +X, -X, +Y and –Y sets the corresponding directive (subtractive)
mode and a corresponding led is lit.
When Dp button is pushed the green led is lit and the loops are changed with dipoles (if AAA-1
amplifiers are used in dual mode). All other settings are preserved – e.g. if we were in -Y direction, the same
direction would be preserved in dipole mode.
A central switch denoted as “Omni” sets the corresponding additive mode. When this mode is active the
corresponding +X, -X (both) or +Y, -Y leds are lit. This switch is denoted “Omni” since in additive mode the
diagram is almost omni-directional.
Some clarification is needed for the additive mode. Pushing the central button, the corresponding
additive mode is set. If we were before in –Y direction, then we have -Y additive mode. Since the delay line
is also inserted in this mode, there is a slight difference in directivity between -Y and +Y positions. But the
radiation pattern is broad oval and this mode is named omni-directional (Fig.8, 9) . The same holds true for
+X, -X positions and there is no great difference in radiation patterns between Y or X additive modes.

Fig.16a, Fig.16b Keyboard (KB)
Terminals
uC debug interface; not used by the user.

J201
J202
1
2
3

KB board connection to BPI board.
+V power supply. input.
Tx kbd; output; Serial line from KB board.
Common point

5.5 Practical advices for the FTP cable connection
Always use cables of the same type and manufacturer – preferably of the same roll. Use only cables
with pure copper conductors. On the market, there are cheap copper clad aluminum cables – avoid them.
Check that the conductor diameter is AVG 28 (0.4 mm). There are FTP cables for external wiring and it is
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better to use those. The standard cables for internal wiring can also be used but their life in external
environment is somewhat limited – 2 to 3 years. When cutting B,X and Y cables use the marks which
usually are on each meter to measure the cable length. They are much more accurate than measuring the
length of the cable manually. The results from measurements of 10 pieces of 20 m long FTP cables, cut in
this way, give less than 1 ns delay difference.
5.6 Power supply requirements
The power supply (PS) must be DC with voltage between 13.8 to 20 V at the terminals of VDLine
board. It is not recommended to use switch mode PS due to the high generated noise. The minimal voltage
at the power supply terminals depends on the length of the FTP cable (see [2]) .
The VDline board has 78L12 IC voltage regulator with 1.8 V minimal voltage drop. The maximal
voltage should not exceed 20 V for power dissipation reasons. The AAA-1 amplifiers have their own
requirements which are described in the appropriate documentation [2].
The maximal current when all VDLine boards are active is 70 mA. We must add the current of all
active antenna amplifiers. In the case of AAA-1 devices the current is 140 mA per amplifier so with 3
antennas the maximal current will be 490 mA. The current consumption can be measured at J114 of BPI
board as a voltage drop across 0.47 ohms shunt resistor.
It is possible to use local power source at the VDLine board, instead of taking the power from the main
FTP cable. 12.5 V accumulator battery can be connected at J13; pins 1 is positive and pin 2 negative
polarity. The jumper J15 must be set to 1-2 position. This mode is useful mainly for field day applications.
5.7 Grounding
An external ground must be connected to pin3 of J13. This is RF ground. It is connected to the common
point of the VDLine board through 0.66 uF capacitor. The purpose of this ground is to reduce the common
mode conducted noise which is coming from the shack along the cable [5] . Capacitive connection is used to
avoid ground loops between mains protective earth pole and the physical earth. Sometimes there is large
potential difference between them and a substantial 50/60 Hz current might flow between them. This current
will flow through the main FTP cable. If there is no such potential difference, the common point of the board
might be connected directly to the earth through J13 pin 2. Direct DC ground will also play some protective
role. 0.7 to 1.5 m long copper rods inserted into the soil can be used to connect there the earth terminal. In
heavy electromagnetically polluted environment, an FTP cable balun might be used. The balun must be
inserted in the main FTP cable near the VDLine box [5].
5.8 Example of cable wiring in VDLine box
Here is a sequence how to mount easily the FTP cables. The box is small and there are too many wires.
Do not hurry and work carefully not to damage the components!
1. Put the cable ties in the VDLine board holes. The tie width should be 3 – 3.5 mm.
2. Insert the board into the box and tighten the 5 mounting screws carefully. Do not tighten them heavily so
that not to damage the plastic hole.
3. Fix the box firmly to the working table. The cables are stiff and heavy and the box must not move during
the cable connection. It is very convenient to use adhesive removable putty for this purpose (Fig.19) which
is available on the market.
4. Prepare the cables ends as shown on the Fig.20. Twist together the white-brown wire with the shield wire.
You can solder them but be careful not to increase the junction diameter above the screw terminal hole.
5. Insert the rubber protective cap into the cables.
6. Begin with main FTP cable. Tighten lightly to the board the cable X with the corresponding cable tie.
Connect carefully one by one each wire to the corresponding screw terminal. Be sure that the bare part of
the wire is fully inserted into the terminal hole. After tightening the screw always test the connection by
trying to pull out the wire. This is very important !!! There are too many cables and each error will cost us a
lot of time for debugging and trying to find out where the problem is.
7. Tighten the cable tie ( but not very heavily since the protective insulation and the foil might be broken).
www.active-antenna.eu
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8. Put the protective cap on its place.
9. Proceed with the next cable in the same way.
10. Connect the RF ground cable to J13.
11. Put cable ties at the front and back sides of the rubber caps as shown on Fig.21 to prevent the movement
of the cables inside the box.

Fig. 17 Cable wiring in the box.

Fig.18 Cable ties

www.active-antenna.eu
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Fig.20a , Fig.20b Preparing the wires in the FTP cable

Fig.21a, Fig.21b Two cable ties are used to fix the cable to the rubber cap.
In the end we should have he whole setup as shown on the Fig.22 . The cables are well fixed to the box
and external bending during mounting will not influence the cable connection to the terminals.

Fig. 22 The VDLine is prepared for mounting. X, Y and B
cables are with equal lengths. The small box is the CM choke in the main cable which is optional. RJ45 plugs
are crimped at the cable ends ready to be inserted into AAA-1 amplifiers.
6. Adjustments
6.1 Preliminary tests
Everything must be checked indoors before field mounting. Do the following tests before FTP cable
mounting:
www.active-antenna.eu
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1. BPI board. J113 = OFF , J106 = ON. Connect the PS. The green led must be on if the polarity is right.
Disconnect the PS.
2. Connect KB board to BPI board with the cable (Fig.11a ) . Connect the PS. After each power on, the red
smd led in KB should blink 4 times and +Y led must be on. Push the KB buttons to see that there is proper
board control. Disconnect the PS.
3. VDLine board, J14 = OFF. There is a short service UTP cable between BPI and VDLine boards. Connect
this cable to J11 screw terminal keeping the colors of the twisted pairs as shown on Fig.12 Connect the other
end of the cable to RJ45 J101 connector of the BPI board. Connect the PS. After each power on, the red smd
led in VDLine board should blink 4 times. That means the device is ready to accept serial commands. After
each push of any key of KB there must be an answer with short blink of the red smt led in the VDLine
board. This means that the microcontroller recognizes a valid command send through the serial channel.
4. The next step is to mount only the main FTP cable as described in 3.1 Now test the whole setup as
described in the previous paragraph but with the main cable. It is very important to be sure that the serial
channel commands are reaching the VDLine board.
5. Mount B, X and Y FTP antenna cables as described in 3.3
6. The next step is to connect the active antenna amplifiers with the already mounted FTP cables. Remove
all jumpers J8 (in AAA-1 amplifiers) to avoid damage from wrong polarity. Connect them one by one. Check
that each green led in AAA-1 boards is lit and then insert back jumpers J8 =ON. Measure the supply voltage
at VDLine board between CP0 and CP10 to be in prescribed limits (13.8 – 20 V) when all amplifiers are
connected. Measure the supply voltage between CP0 and CP8 at each AAA-1 board to be in the prescribed
limits (11.8 - 18 V). Test again the serial channel. Connect a receiver to the J102 (BNC).
7. Test the serial connection with PC. Connect the serial cable (Fig.11b ) to any PC com port and to J108
(BPI). Set J106=OFF. Start the communication program as described in 4.1. After each push of any key
there must be an answer with short blink of the red smt led in VDLine board.
After all these tests are performed the device is ready for field mounting.
Important:
Do not jump over any of these steps. This antenna system has too many wires and the probability of
making a mistake is not so low! Be absolutely sure that the devices and cables are connected in the proper
way and that there is at least DC functionality. Any debugging in field environment is not advisable.
Remark:
If the DC function is in order and the boards are connected with the permanent FTP cables, the jumpers
J14 (VDLine) and J114 (BPI) might be set to ON. This will shunt the protective diode voltage drop if the
supply voltage is below the minimal requirements. Leave them OFF if the voltage is higher.
6.2 Testing of the individual elements
After the antennas and amplifiers are mounted, connect a receiver to the output. On VDLine board set
J3 = OFF and J4 = ON. In this position, the delay line channel is disconnected and one of the arms of the
combiner is terminated with 100 ohms resistor (Fig.1). Now only single antenna is connected to the output.
Which antenna element is active is shown on Table 1. Push the appropriate push button to check the specific
active element. For a test signal we can use a small transmitter at some distance from the array (see [1]) or
we can use also a nearby broadcasting MW station during the daytime ( at night there is also ionospheric
propagation and there might be fading).
www.active-antenna.eu
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Antenna
X antenna
Base X antenna (A-loop or dipole)
Y antenna
Base Y antenna (B-loop or dipole)

Tune the RX to the transmitter frequency. Set “loop” mode from KB. Check the signal levels of X
and base X antennas to be equal within +- 1 dB. Make the same test with Y antennas. If the difference is
above this limit, and excluding mounting errors in antenna and amplifiers, the reason probably is the
environment – influences from nearby conducting objects or near resonance antennas. In a typical small yard
surrounded by houses and wires the difference might be higher - up to 2 – 3 dB. Even this difference will still
permit to have directional properties.
Then do the same measurements in ‘dipole” mode. The vertical dipoles are much more sensitive than
loops to these environmental influences. For larger differences try to find out the source of the disturbances usually this a conductor in resonance. As a final effort, change the location of the array if possible. For precise
tests it is better to have a remote transmitter radiating on several frequencies (see [1] ) since the problem
might exist only on one specific frequency.
6.3 Delay settings
The delay line jumper header J1 on VDLine board is shown on Fig.23. The delay consists of binary
weighted delay cells. The minimal delay is 2.5 ns. The total delay is equal to the sums of the cells inserted
into the delay chain. For each cell there are 2 jumpers. If the jumpers are in upper position the delay cell is
shunted; if they are in lower position the cell is inserted into the delay chain. The shunt jumpers for each cell
must always exist – if the jumpers are not inserted the delay chain will be disconnected. The delay value for
the case shown on Fig.23 will be T = 5 + 10 + 20 = 35 ns. Note that “X ns” cell must be shunted always.
This cell is not mounted and left for the user to add his own delay cell.

Fig.23 J1 header for delay settings
Set the optimal delay with jumpers in J1 header according to the following equation:
T [ns] = D [m] * 3.34
where D is the distance between centers of the elements in the array (Fig.2 ) Excel spreadsheet DelayL.xls [6]
can also be used to compute the optimal delay. We will suggest reducing this delay with 10 % [1].
Example:
For D = 15m, optimal T will be 50.1 ns. Reduction with 10% is 0.9 T = 45.09 ns. We must choose the
nearest possible delay which is 45 ns (5ns + 40ns ) with jumpers.
6.4 On the air tests
There is one important test which must be made. Set J3=ON, J4=OFF which is normal directive mode.
Set the optimal delay in J1. Tune the receiver again to a nearby MW broadcast station. Choose the direction
www.active-antenna.eu
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with maximal amplitude. Pushing the central key in KB will switch to corresponding additive mode. Now the
signal in this mode should be with higher level compared to the subtractive mode. This is true only for
frequencies where the D is < of 0.1 wavelength so MW is a suitable test. If the signal level in subtractive
mode is higher it means that one of the active elements has 180 deg. phase inversion. This might be due to
wrong active antenna connection (reversed antenna polarity), reversed RF wires in cable (pins 7,8 in J8 – J10
connectors) or the amplifier has phase reversion due to the reversion of the leads of the output transformer.
First check that antenna connections are correct ( +X or +Y directions of the loops must be connected to +A
or +B inputs of the amplifier and upper dipole must be connected to V1 input. See Fig. 24 to 26 ) If one of
the amplifiers makes the inversion, just reverse the RF wires in pins 7,8 of the corresponding J8-J10 terminal.
After all these tests are passed successfully - the array is functional and there must be directivity. We
would not suggest measuring the voltage phase relations between elements. If there are no mistakes in
mounting this is not necessary.
7. Practical antenna construction examples for closely spaced arrays
7.1 Dual mode wiring
Here we will give an example of a closely spaced dual mode array using AAA-1 amplifiers. Dual mode
means that the array can be switched between loops and vertical dipole elements. The antenna connections are
shown on Fig.24. Here the loops act as an upper arm of the dipoles in dipole mode.
There is one difference in cable wiring for the Y-antenna in dual mode. In order to use the loop as upper
dipole arm we should use always A-loop terminals in AAA-1. But in Base antenna, A-loop is used for X
directions and B-loop is used for Y directions. This means that the Lb control signal is active when we have Ydirection. To activate A-loop in Y-antenna the La terminal of the Y-antenna must be connected to Lb signal
form VDLine module. The FTP cable wiring with predefined colors is shown on Fig.25.

Fig.24 Dual mode connection of the antennas to AAA-1 amplifiers. Note the settings of J1a and J1b
jumpers.
Note that the loops have “polarity” and the side of the loop must be connected exactly as shown. If we
reverse the loop terminals the signal at the amplifier output will be inverted by 180 deg.

www.active-antenna.eu
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Fig.25 Y- cable to active antenna wiring for dual mode. The loop in Y antenna is connected to +A and -A
terminals of AAA-1 as A-loop antenna. But for Y-direction the base antenna amplifier is always connected to
B-loop. The Lb control signal must be used to activate A-loop in Y antenna. Base antenna cable and X
antenna cable are wired straight as shown on Fig.12 and Fig.13.
A large loop element for dual mode array is described in 7.4 .
7.2 Loop mode wiring
Single mode loop design is suitable for the cases of small yards with numerous unwanted electromagnetic
objects (wires, metal fence etc.) where the electric antennas as small dipoles and verticals are influenced
significantly and directive behavior cannot be reached.
Connection for an array of loops is shown on Fig.26 to Fig.28. Each element consists of two crossed
coplanar (CC) loops in order to increase the M-factor. We will suggest to use two loops with 0.96 m diameter
(3m tube length) made from 16 mm PE tube for heating installations. The internal diameter of the aluminum
layer is 14 mm. M factor of these CC loops is M = 0.54 uA/pT which is slightly higher compared to the M
factor of two parallel loops with 1.27 m diameter made from the same material (7.4). The user might use the
parallel loop constructions – it is a matter of choice. The main difference is the mechanical construction
which is simpler for the CC loops. The cable wiring is shown on Fig.12 and Fig.13.

Fig.26, Fig.27

www.active-antenna.eu
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Fig.26, Fig.27, Fig.28 Loop mode connection of the antennas to AAA-1 amplifiers. Note that J1a and J1b
are OFF. Fig.29 Loop element with two CC loops.

Remark: If the user does not want to lose the dipole mode, a separate dipole can be connected to V1 and V2 terminals as
shown on Fig.30. The arms can be vertical wires along the mast. A reasonable length is 2 x 2 to 2 x 3 m for good dipole
sensitivity. The distance between loop and dipoles arms should be at least 5 -10 cm. This will reduce the influence of the
capacitive coupling between them – this is important for the dipole antenna, the loops are not sensitive to this coupling.

7.3 Dipole (vertical) mode wiring
Dipoles or short verticals can be connected as shown on Fig.30. A reasonable dipole length is 2 x 2.5 m
which is sufficient for DXing. Also, a classic ground plane vertical with a length of 4 to 5 m can be used. The
ground part (connected to –V terminal) might be a small rod 0.5 to 1 m length inserted into the soil. There is
no need for a radial system since the input impedance of the AAA-1 dipole amplifier is high. The signal
obtained with a ground plane is several dB higher (depending on the ground) compared to the vertical dipole
with the same total length. The balun jumpers J3, J4 (in AAA-1) must be in ON positions when
asymmetrical antennas are used.

Fig.30, Dipole mode connection of the antennas to AAA-1 amplifiers. Note that J1a and J1b are OFF.

www.active-antenna.eu
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7.4 Example of large 2-parrallel loop element for dual mode
All examples of active loop and dipole elements described in [2, 3, 4] can be used as array elements.
Since the effective height of the array is usually lower than that of the individual element, elements with
higher sensitivity should be used. To increase the loop sensitivity we should have to use parallel or crossed
coplanar loops [3, 4]. The reason to choose parallel loops rather than crossed coplanar loops is that the loop is
used as an upper element in dipole mode which is not possible if CC loops are used. .
The goal was to have a closely spaced loop array working on 160, 80 and 40 m bands whose noise
floor is not limited by the noise floor of the amplifiers. The available distance in the yard was only 13 m
between elements. According to [1] the effective height of the array with D=13m on 160 m will be 8 dB less
than that of single loop with the same size so we will need to build more sensitive loop with better M- factor
[4] .
M- factor is:
M [uA/pT] = A[m2] / L[uH]

( in micro amperes per pico tesla)

(1)

where A is the loop area and L is the loop inductance ( the sensitivity of the wideband loop is directly
proportional to the M-factor).

Fig.31 X or Y element. Environment restrictions: note that the element is very close to metal fence between
yards which is not advisable, but in this case was unavoidable.
Fig.32 Central base element. All antennas are fixed to wooden poles 30mm X 50 mm section and 3 m length.
A single loop with 0.96 m diameter made from 16 mm PE tube for heating installations was tested as an
array element. The internal diameter of the aluminum layer is 14 mm and M = 0.27 uA/pT . The experiments
show that on 160 m band, in quiet locations, this array was noise limited by the amplifiers and not by the
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external noise. To increase M we must reduce the loop inductance by using two parallel loops along with
larger loop diameter.
The suggested loop X or Y element is shown on Fig.31. The loop consists of two parallel loops made
from the same tube with distance between the loops 0.25m. The tube length is 4 m which means that the
diameter is 1.27m. The inductance is 2.7 uH and the area is 1.25 m2. The M factor is 0.47 uA/pT which will
give almost 5 dB higher level of the signal. A more effective way to increase M is to use crossed coplanar
(CC) loops but in this case the goal was to have dual mode and to use the loops for upper dipole arms.
The construction of the central base element is shown on Fig.32. with two mutually orthogonal loops.
The parallel loops are connected with each other with aluminum strip as shown on Fig.34.

Fig.33, Fig.34 Construction of the base element. Ready- made plastic clamps for heating tubes are used. The
conductor connections are covered with PE plastic with hot glue gun.
Painted wooden sticks 30 x 30 mm section are used for the loops skeleton. The loops leads must be with same
length ( 150 mm), in our case with 1 mm2 PVC insulated conductor .
The lower dipole arm is a simple PVC insulated wire of 1.5 m length , 2 mm conductor diameter
(Fig.35,36) . The dipole becomes not very symmetric but this does not influence the sensitivity – the
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effective height is almost half of the overall dipole length – 2.76 m in this case. Probably here the effective
height is higher due to the fat upper arm (which is the loop). The input balun jumpers at AAA-1 amplifier
J3,J4 must be ON to compensate this asymmetry. .

Fig.35, Fig.36 Lower dipole arm in X(Y) and Base elements. The black PVC coated wire 1.5 m long is seen
on these pictures.
The technology of connecting a lead to the aluminum internal layer is shown on Fig.37,38. First of all,
smash the tube end slightly with pliers (Fig.37) then with hot iron tip remove the PE layer. Then clean the
surface with abrasive until the surface is clear and shiny. Then drill appropriate hole for the screws. Tighten up
the screws. Use washers from both sides of the screw since the layer is quite thin. The screws and washers are
M3 (3 mm); must be nickel (not zinc) plated or stainless steel. In the end, the connections were covered
with hot glue gun plastic (kind of PE plastic) to avoid atmospheric corrosion.

Fig. 37, Fig.38 Preparing the tube end
www.active-antenna.eu
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7.5 Other antennas
Medium sized terminated loops with directive properties such as flags or K9AY loops might be used
for the directive array. The antenna terminals should be connected to +V and – V terminals of the AAA-1
amplifier (high impedance JFET balanced amplifier input). The impedance of these traveling wave antennas is
almost equal to the termination resistor - somewhere in the region of 400 to 1000 ohms. Some of the antennas
need to load the input of the amplifier with the same resistance as the termination resistor in order to have
good directivity. The control signals La, Lb and Dp available at the VDLine board terminals can be used for
switching of external relays if necessary. The open collector outputs at these terminals are sufficient to
control directly low power 12 V relays. The levels and truth tables for these control signals are given in the
next paragraph. The user can write his own software to control the relays via the serial interface from PC. (
see 7.1).
In the case of antenna amplifiers from another vendor (or home made), measures must be taken to match
the impedances. Usually, these amplifiers are single-ended. We will strongly recommend to use symmetric
twisted pair FTP cables between active antennas and VDLine board. That means using proper balun
transformers between the amplifier output and the FTP line. Do not use current or voltage baluns but just
simple classic transformers wind with twisted pair with proper windings ratio. They have relatively low
parasitic capacitance between primary and secondary windings, which will benefit the rejection of the
common mode noise.
7.6 Changing the input and the output impedances
The input transformers of VDLine module (T2. T3, T4) are 1:1 winding ratio. It is possible to use
other input impedances but the transformer ratio should be changed bearing in mind that the characteristic
impedance of the delay line is 100 ohms. The transformer pads where they are soldered are designed
deliberately with large size to ease the change of the transformer. The input transformer can be carefully desoldered and wound again with proper windings ratio. The core is with u = 4600 N30 material (former
Siemens, now Epcos). The same can be done with the output transformer T1. The output impedance of the
combiner T5 is 50 ohms. If, for example, we want to use coaxial 50 ohms cable to carry the RF signal to the
shack we should rewind T1 with 1:1 windings ratio.
8. Serial interface
The VDLine can be controlled via KB board or from PC. There is a standard RS232 asynchronous serial
interface in VDLine. It is receive only (the board accepts commands only and there is no backward
channel). The bode rate is 2400 bits/sec, no parity, 8 bit word, no handshake. The rate is low (2400 bodes) in
order to work with very long cables ( up to 100 – 200 m). When KB board is connected to J107 of BPI board
the jumper J106 must be ON. If PC com port is connected to J108, the KB board must be disconnected and
J106 must be OFF.
8.1 Control codes
The user can control each relay and control line of the VDLine board. Each command sent to VDline has
2 bytes. The first byte is a header byte. Its MS bit is always 1 (80 Hex) and its LS bits are the device number.
The default (preprogrammed) device number is 0 so the command byte is always 80 (Hex).
Table 2 Control byte
Bit pos.
0 (lsb)
1
2
3
4
5
6

Bit State =1
relay K1 is ON, Y direction
relay K2 is ON, subtractive (directive) mode
relay K3 is ON, backward direction
Line Lb is in low active level, B-loop mode
Line La is in low active level, A-loop mode
Line Dp is in low active level, Dipole mode
Line Aux is in low level. Reserved
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*** must be always 0, reserved

The second byte is the command itself. Each bit in the command byte corresponds to relay or control
signal. These bits control totally the behavior of the board. The corresponding bits and their states are given
in Table 2.
Forward directions means that of + X or +Y direction (Fig.2) . In forward mode the Base antenna is
always connected to the delay line. In backward mode (-X and –Y directions), X or Y-antenna is connected
to the delay line.
When using AAA-1 amplifiers bits 0,1,2, 6 and 7 are independent and can be used to set the
appropriate combinations of modes. Bits 3,4 and 5 must be set as shown on Table 3. Other combinations are
not allowed.
Table 3
bits
A-loop
B-loop
Crossed
Dipole

Bits 3,4 and 5 truth table for AAA-1
3
0
1
1
0

4
1
0
1
0

5
0
0
0
1

Examples of commands:
Loop mode
0000 1011 , +Y direction, B-loop is used in base antenna
0000 1111 , - Y direction, B-loop is used in base antenna
0001 0010 , +X direction, A-loop is used in base antenna
0001 1110 , -X direction, A-loop is used in base antenna
0000 1001 , Y Additive, B-loop is used in base antenna
Dipole mode
0010 0011 , +Y direction, dipole is used
0010 0111 , - Y direction, dipole is used
0010 0010 , +X direction, dipole is used
0010 0110 , -X direction, dipole is used
0010 0001 , Y Additive
0010 0000 , X additive
The user has full control over the VDLine board via the serial interface. For other active antenna
hardware the Lb, La and Dp lines can be assumed as a general purpose open collector outputs to control user
defined relay matrix.
The Keyboard board is connected to the VDLine through the same serial interface and the same codes
are used. The corresponding direction can be chosen by pushing the appropriate buttons.
When the Dipole button is pushed, the green led is on and the loops are changed with dipoles by setting
the Dp line low and La, Lb lines high. All other settings are preserved – e.g. if we were in -Y direction, the
same direction will be preserved in dipole mode.
The central push button toggles subtractive/ additive modes. When additive mode is set, two of the
opposite red leds are ON. That means that if we were before in –Y direction , we have now -Y additive mode
and both +Y and –Y leds are on. There is a slight difference in radiation patterns between Y or X additive
modes (see Fig.8). Generally the patterns are broad ovals with very slight directional properties at least for the
frequencies where D/wavelength is smaller than 0.25.
If J4 = ON and J3 = OFF, the delay line channel is disconnected and the combiner is terminated with
100 ohms resistor. Now only single active antenna is connected to the output (Table 1). This mode is used to
check the signal level from each antenna alone.
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8.2 PC serial interface software
A small program VDline_cntrl_0x.zip (Java) can be loaded from the site. It is deliberately written in
Java in order to work in several operating systems (Windows, Linux, etc.). The Java system (it is free) must
be installed on the computer ( https://www.java.com/en/download/ ) before running the application. Create a
new folder somewhere (named for example “VDLine”). Download the VDline_cntrl_0x.zip file and unpack
the zip file there.
Windows installation:
There are 3 files :
VDLineContrl_0x.jar - the main file in the VDLine folder.
..\lib\RXTXcomm.jar - this file must be in the subfolder \ lib\ of the VDLine folder
rxtxSerial.dll
- this file must be in the VDLine folder
Go to “RUN” start menu and enter there VDLineContrl_0x.jar. A small window with 6 buttons will
appear on the screen. Go to “File -> Settings“ menu and choose there the com-port # that will be used. The
bode rate must be 2400. Choose the buttons orientation. Enter the desired text for each button – e.g. N, S, E,
W. Click to “Save” button. That is all. When clicking on any of the buttons, the transmitted serial code in
binary form will appear at the lower edge of the window.
There is also a “Debug” mode in “Files” menu. When activated, a periodical scanning of all directions is
performed. The time duration between each direction can be set by entering the value in ms. This mode is
useful for checking the connections in the cables or to evaluate the gain in different directions when the fading
is very fast.
8.3 Controlling several VDLine devices through a single serial line
It is possible to control several VDLine devices through a single serial line if each device has its own
unique device number. The device number is preprogrammed in factory for each VDLine. Usually the default
device number is 0. If the user want to have several VDLine devices in order to build more complicated
phased array he should apply a request to obtain modules with different device numbers. Each module will
response to specific header byte – e.g. module #0 will have 80 (Hex) header byte, module #1 will have
81(Hex) header etc.
9. Links
Additional description of the theory, schematics and principle of operation of this variable delay line
device can be found in other publications:
[1] Chavdar Levkov LZ1AQ, Receiving Phased Array with Small Electric or Magnetic Active Wideband Elements.
Experimental Performance Evaluation., 2013, http://www.lz1aq.signacor.com/docs/phased-array/2-ele_phased_array11.pdf
[2] Technical information section, www.active-antenna.eu , http://www.active-antenna.eu/active-antenna-amplifiertechnical-info.php .
[3] Chavdar Levkov LZ1AQ, Wideband Active Small Magnetic Loop Antenna, 2011,
http://www.lz1aq.signacor.com/docs/wsml/wideband-active-sm-loop-antenna.htm
[4] Chavdar Levkov LZ1AQ, Experimental Comparison of Small Wideband Magnetic Loops. 2013
http://www.lz1aq.signacor.com/docs/experimental-comparison-v10.pdf
[5] Chavdar Levkov LZ1AQ, Reducing the Noise in Dipole Mode with Common ModeFilter ,
http://www.active-antenna.eu/tech-docs/comm-filter-ftp-10.pdf
[6] Chavdar Levkov LZ1AQ, Excel spreadsheet DelayL.xls, in download part of www.lz1aq.signacor.com
Remark: Due to possible future reorganization of these sites the exact links might not be preserved. In this
case the reader should use the main links www.lz1aq.signacor.com and www.active-antenna.eu where the
access to these materials will be clearly shown.
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10. Specification
Number of inputs

3 balanced;

Zc=100 ohms

Output

1 balanced ;

Zc= 100 ohms

Delay line

Passive LC delay line

Characteristic impedance Zc

100 ohms

Delay range

from 0 ns to 77.5 ns with 2.5 ns steps.
Additional delay can be added by the user with two LC cells.
Delay setting is performed with jumpers on the PCB.

Delay error

< +- 2.5 ns

Maximal Delay line attenuation

<0.8 dB at 77.5 ns setting

Maximal Total attenuation

3.8 dB

Upper freq. limit

50 MHz,
14 MHz.

Lower freq. response (-3dB)

0.12 MHz ; single channel
( limited by balun transformers freq. response)

Adder circuit

Passive T combiner with 3 dB attenuation

Remote control method

2400 bit/sec serial channel; optically insulated
tested with 100 m FTP cable length; max. length T.B.E.

Power

DC 13.8 to 18 V ; I = 70 mA + active antennas consumption
or DC 12.4 V from accumulator battery.

Switching elements

mechanical relays

Switching scheme of channels

subtractive and additive with delay

Number of control lines

3 open collector control lines with 0 active level,
100 mA max. current, 20V max voltage

Recommended cable

FTP CAT5E

Number of boards

3 ( VDline, Keyboard, RF balun/power injector board )

www.active-antenna.eu
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11. List of components
•
•
•
•
•
•

Variable Delay Line board (with preprogrammed u-controller with serial interface)
Balun/Power injector board
Keyboard for 4-directional antenna control (with preprogrammed u-controller with serial interface)
IP55 ABS plastic box for VDLine board
Short Service UTP cable
Connectors for boards connection

The application software can be loaded from www.active-antenna.eu .
All boards are SMT mounted and tested.

11 . Used abbreviations
AAA-1 model 1 active antenna amplifier
ABS kind of plastic
BPI balun/power injector board
CC crossed coplanar (for loops)
D
Distance between elements in array
DC Direct current
EH antenna effective height
FTP CAT 5 4 twisted pairs shielded cable
GP ground plane
JFET junction field effect transistor
KB keyboard board
M M-factor of a wideband loop
MMANA antenna design software
MW Medium waves band
PC personal computer
PCB printed circuit board
PE Polyethylene
PS Power supply
PVC Polyvinylchloride
RF radio frequency
RX receiver
SMD surface mounted device
Smt surface mounted technology
VDLine Variable Delay Line

www.active-antenna.eu
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12. Schematics

Fig.39

VDLine board. Delay line

www.active-antenna.eu
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Fig.40

VDLine board. Control circuit

Fig.41

VDLine board. Input transformers.
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Fig.42 BPI board

Fig.43 Keyboard board

www.active-antenna.eu
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VDL-1 components layout
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13. Keyboard mechanical drawings
Keyboard panel drawings are given in file KB_mech.pdf to ease the drilling of the openings in the
keyboard panel. The drawings are in M1:1 and printouts from a laser printer can be used to mark the centers
of the openings. The height of keys and leds are given also. All dimensions are in mm.
14. Disclaimer
This Variable Delay Line kit (referred to as the Product) is not intended for professional use or other responsible
applications. It is a hobby project and it is intended to be used by the amateur radio society. The specifications data are based only
on measurements in the designer’s laboratory and model calculations. They are made on random production samples. The
designers and producers of this Product will make all the necessary efforts to ensure that the production fulfills the above mentioned
specifications. We do not guarantee that the documentation of this Product is free from unintentional errors. Any damages or losses
direct or indirect caused to any third party by using the Product and its documentation are entirely the user’s responsibility. The
antenna, the cable and the power supply built or supplied by the user should fulfill the requirements of the respective safety
standards and regulations.

15. Copyright
This product and associated documents and programs are copyright © of SignaCor EOOD and LZ1AQ. Commercial
use is forbidden without written permission from copyright holders. Any citation of the text, schematics, photographs and other
related materials from this document can be freely distributed for non-commercial purposes with requirement of written citation of
the source which is www.active-antenna.eu or www.lz1aq.signacor.com .

SignaCor EOOD, ul. Yastrebec 25, Vh.B, Sofia 1680, Bulgaria, www.active-antenna.eu www.lz1aq.signacor.com lz1aq@abv.bg
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